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- This interim report summarizes the work done in the first two months

of the contract period. The objective was to evaluate different methods proposed

for the measurement of atmospheric transmittance Oith AGA 780 camera.

Simultaneously, a computerized formulation was prepored for the data analysis

of the output of the AGA system (the data link).

A first field test was performed over a range of 400m. As a result

of this experiment a calibration procedure, which is needed for the measurement

of an absolute (integrated) atmosphric transmittance, was established.

This procedure is needed for further evaluation of the measurement methods. _ .
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Introduction'

The infrared contrast of a target as recorded I

by an infrared imager depends upon the intrinsic contrast of

the target, the intervening medium between the target and the

camera, and the resolution and sensitivity of the recording

instrument. The present work was carried out to determine the

degradation of the intrinsic contrast of a 3-bar target in

the presence of smoke in the optical path between the target

and the infrared camera. The infrared imager used in the

experiment was a commercially available imaging system,

nameley the AGA 730 Thermovision camera with its associated

electronic control and recording units.

Theoretical Background

The main aim of the present work was to "0"

determine contrast transmittance through a smoke

obscurant.The contrast between a target T and a background B

can be defined in various ways.The definition used here is

C(s)=[LT(s)-LB(s)]/LB(s) --------------- ) ()

where C is the contrast, s the distance between target and

camera, LT(s)[LB(s)] the target [background] radiance".-

integrated over the spectrally sensitive band of the

instrument. The units of LT[LS] are in milli-

2
watt/cr- /str.

The intrinsic or inherent contrast is given by

C(O)=[LT(0)-L (O)]/L(O) )--------------

where the relevant quantities are defined in the target

plane.
44
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The contrast transmittance is then defined as

T c(s)=C(s)/C(O) -------------------------- (3)

The use of eqn.(3) requires a knowledge of the intrinsic

contrast in the target plane which may not be always

available. A way to circumvent this is as follows.

The total radiation incident on the detector is given by

LT(s)=LT(O)*t(s)+L , ----------------- (4)

where t(s) is the path transmittance , and L (s) is the
p

path radiance. A similar expression holds for the total

incident radiation from the background"on the detector. Using

relation (4) in (2) one obtains the following relation for

the contrast transmittance:

Tc (s)=l/[l+F(s)] ------------------ (5) .

where F(s)=L (s)/[LB(O)*t(s)].

Thus the contrast transmittance is obtained as a function of

the path radiance, the path transmittance, and the background L

radiance in the target plane.
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Experimental set up

The commercially available AGA 780 Dual channel

Thermovision system is a very sensitive detector of infrared

radiation both in the 3-5 micron and 8-12 micron regions of

the electromagnetic spectrum. A schematic diagram of the

camera optical head is shown in fig.l. The present work was

carried out in the 8-12 micron region only.The relative

spectral response of the AGA system is depicted in fig.2 .

The collecting optics consisted of a germanium

lens which concentrated the infrared rdiation in its IFOV on .

to a liquid nitrogen cooled detectorwith no intervening

filter. The infrared image is made up of 64x128 picture

elements called pixels. The voltage signals generated at each

pixel during the operation of the infrared scanner represent

the distribution of infrared energy in the cameras field of

v i e w.

The electronic control and data aquisition modules of

the AGA system can be used to define a region of interest and

obtain maximumminimun.or average values of the signal in the

defined region. The instrument output is in Isothermal Units,

which is directly proportional to the collected radiation.

In addition to obtaining a direct readout our system is also

linked to a I3:!-PC micro co-puter which allows one to record

picture frames on a floppy cisc. The data on tiKe disc can

then be vieved and analyzed at a later time.

'
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The target simulator (for the laboratry experiment

only) consisted of three thermoelectric modules, one of which

was maintained at a temperature below ambient and the other

two at identical temperatures above ambient. Constant

temperatures on the surfaces of the thermoelectric devices

were achieved by using a stable regulated current source.

The experiments were carried out under laboratory

conditions and the distance Jet,,'een the taruet and thL car:era

was 3.5 meters. The smoke obscurations were carried out near

the target plane.
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Results 's

The direct readout of each pixel is given in

instrumental units called isothermal units (IU).(IU is the

same as volts). The IU value is proportional to the

radiation collected by the IFOV of the camera during its scan

over the target space. In order to convert the IU values to

radiances a calibration of the instrument against a kno.;n

blacl-ody source is carried out.(See fig.3). This

calibration yields a straight line for a plot of measured IU

values versus calculated radiances from the blackbody source

at different temperatures. The measured IU values in the

experiment can thus be treated to give equivalent radiances

at the target plane.

It should be emphasised here that one does not know a-

priori the smoke trans:iittance value and hence we used

equation (3) to calculate the contrast transmittance values

with a sr.;oke obscurant.

The results obtained are presented as thermal images

and a table of values calculated fror: these images.

Al) Fig.4 is a recording of the carera video output. Viewing

from left to right the dark square represents the target .

c 1 cl er than the su rroundi r, s, w i'ereas t e r.. r i c, ,t sc uc. re

represent targets ;,'armor thar t}ic surroundings. In this case

there is no clutter in the optical path between the target

and the ca:;era.

Fig.5 is a recording of the same targets in the presence of

srioke near the target plane. 1.e plainly see that tle contros,

between the target and background is creatly reduced, the
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1. - K-A .

signal from the cold target region has been raised whereas

that from the warr target region lowered.
B) Each frame of the recorded picture can be scanned line by

line by the computer, either in the vertical or horizontal

directions. A horizcntal scan through a region of interest

containing the targets is represented in fig's.6 & 7. The X

and Y directions in these figures represent the geometrical

length and breadth of the target whereas the Z axis gives the

radiation intensity in units of volts or radiance

(mW/str/cm
2 ).

Curve 1 in fig.8 shows a cross section of the target

radiances in the target plane with no smoke present. Curve 2

in the same figure represents target radiances in the

presence of smoke. Now since the physical temperature and

emissivity values of the targets are unaffected by the smoke

screen , a ratio of target radiance value with smoke to its

value in the absence of smoke gives us the smoke attenuation

factor in the 8-12 micron region.

Fig s. 9 & 10 are color plots of the calculated target

radiances in the target plane without and with smoke

respectively.
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CROSS SECTION OF TARGET RADIANCES18.00
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. Fig 8: A cross section of target and background radiances along

a single horizontal scan. Curve 1 represents values with

a clear medium & curve 2 with smoke at the target plane.
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C) Calculations:

Values for the contrast tradsr-ttae ci t'e 5

various targets can be calculated fro i a e s: -.

cross section of the targets a-c bdc,, r.

fig.8. The signal to r,.ise ratl, I . ,

this particular reccrlirn a - .

enouah for analys is r t-s. " -

there exists tre p s '. : *,

scans and 'thereby obtair a aver C X

the target radiances.

Table 1 contains ru~erical '' " .

imager. The table is divicec ;-tc t , D ar:t, * , "-

gives values of the directly rec~r,:ec read-,,s ,r > of te

3-targets ard the surrcuncir . backcrcj- 1 . "d ,-

,[-inimum,and Average values cf the target surfaces are ci •-

in each case.

The lower part of the table represents target anc backgrcunc

radiances in the target plane in units of n,-watt,/c /str.

These values were obtaineG from the calibration and analysis i.-

using the AGA-XT computer programme. These values allow us to

determine the intrinsic contrast of the targets.

Table 2 contains the results of contrast and contrast *1
transmittance calculations according to equations (I)-(3).

The contrast values appearing under the coloumn titled

"inherent" are obtained from the target plane radiance values .

of the relevant quantities. The contrast values appearing S

under the coloumns titled "clear" and "obscured" are obtained

from using directly measured IU values. S.

%"S
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The results of table 2 show us that in the presence of

smoke the contrast transmittance of the hot objects are

reduced by almost 80,. of its value in the absence of smoke

.The contrast transmittance of the cold object is reduced by

37 .

The smoke attenuation factor for the hot objects is seen to

be acout CO-. On the other hand there seems to be an

en,,,ce,,ent for th-e cold object. This virtual enhancement

may :e due to the self enmission of the smoke particles 'in

the cptical path.

Anot':er point worth noting from table 2 is that the contrast

transmittance calculated with respect to the intrinsic

contrast is almost the same as that calculated with respect

to t-e clear contrast value. This would mean that for short

path lengths one can obtain contrast transmittance values

directly from the IU measurements.
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TA8LE i

TARGETS
I .. I S

MEDIUM Left Mid Right BAC.KGFOUN[ UNITS
4 I

CLEAR Max- 46.7 106.7 106.2 53-.7
Min- 44.7 99.2 99.2 51-7 Isothermal
Avg. 45.7 103.2 104.2 52.6 Units

OBSCURED1 Max. 51.2 63-2 62.7 51.5

M1 r,. 50- 59-.7 59-2 50.7
AvgE. 50-6 1 62.3 1-7 51.5 %

CLEAR Max. 7 -.3" 1-'.0O0 17. 2 9.06,
Mi r,. 7.54 16.74 16.74 S:_ 7.1,
A v - 7-71 17.41 1 -7.5:-': ,Z,

mW/str-/cm2

OBSCURED Max. .6 1 . 66 1053 :-1
M i ri 8.47 10.07 9.99 S.55

Av.g -8.53 10-51 10.41 8.6S'-

m- E3 L.- E=- 2 ,L

C-ONTRAST : ",

T A "GE T INHERENT CLEAR r-'E: S-:URED TRANSMITTANCE

Lef t -. 12 -0 13 1 1OOC 0. 13 C)

(colId)
___________ __961 C.__-,2__ _ 211 0.219 __,

Mid 96

(h o t)
Pi - ht O. 9:-'] 0 9-'.1 0 1 9O 0 '

(h a V)"'

>p..

fig 11, Table 1 represents measured (IU) and calculated (mWlstrlcm2)-2

values of the tragets & background.

Table 2 gives contrast values for the inherent, clear &

obscured cases. The last coloumn represents contrast

transmittance values through smoke.

19. ,
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Conclusions.

In concluding this report we can state that the

contrast transmittance of targets through smoke, dust, or any

other degrading atmospheric condition, can be determined,

using existing commercial thermal imagers, an IB!-XT micro

computer, and any image processing software. 1'e are now

goinc over to the next stage of the programme where

measurements under actual field conditions will be carried

out. The hot and cold targets for this "WAR GArIE" scenario

will be of much larger dimensions, typically 2 x 3 meters in

size, and these targets will either be constructed in our

laboratory or acquired commercially. See appendix for

attached catalogues of these items.

S.
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U*S, AESTRA CORP., NIEW, yR
AESTRA G.M.BwHm, DgSp F

TBERMAL CROSS PATTERN TiARGETr
PRELIMINARY DRAFT

GENERAL~ DECRPiONTh thermal '.ro,, pattern target .imcw *

G Er N Eim Lat o r o ' c e n a a g t~ i D E SttPT I O \k dc ri ni o t'M ,otlw ar c an d n% ru ,-tg oq. " t ,
Ftj , nu a ()I t \ rou thrnj Itago-tsinh-at cguarantee: the c mprehnrsive u,,A.%I ttgk cn

find evtwcrnlflC. 
* The size and s.equeflce of the single hcated

at-idV~tfl1Selements ol the thermal cross ptem tarp"i 4~L-

be varv ac cord ing to) any requircrintc and
TECHNICAL D.ATA dmn-

Thermal signittirc dimensions. N-(f 2-i(0 cm or * Trhe thermal c ross pattern target resist, to grcrlt

24ff~ 32) cmcxtt-nd, temperature tluctuation over the cnp%%

2 -Vx3 0 c p attern ta rget area. caused h % n fiUen L es (v % id p

Spajt ii thermalij signature -O ,11 '. fic"WI rain with the 'aid o osddinsolation I2~erN .

2~~h 4 A3 1ICodin of sigle The thermal cro,.s pattern target can be operatcd

"\igt i'~oo tgo the numnber fsigehcated usn dfferent rvpes, Of poweNr soirocs. su'.h a.,

,pjo-cs rcquircd -4 to - kg battcric-. or tran Istornicr

opeatig Evionmnt or ied ue prtale* The thermal (ct-os patern targct o.an be made to

,A eather resitnt oprate acc(ording to an'. other po\ '.. r

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION ,pccification-s and requirefliit

'111ce therm-al o-ross pattern targ90 "s Made Of -() * The thermal t-ross, pattern target is eas'. to)

slingle heated, elemnt'.i thait can form any pall CTf transport it fold'. into the siz of I x3fx 12(1

or thermal spitialI signature wih8 respective em0

temperature Lc'.i~s 
* The thermali cro-s pattern target is. cu \ to in'.tall

*The thermal0 cross pattern target can be operated It is tied to a light frame

with a mlvvicsA~twth contrOl'. 32 fiXed * The thermal cross pattern tArget is flgt "-ink it

pro ig rammed(_ patterns or with a pvr'.ona mde otlotoiI

comr~pute:r ~'hio, h can form unlimited numtber of

patterns 
'~
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EXAMPLES O DIFFERENTIAL CROSS PATTRN IMAGE TARGET
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U.S. AESTRA CORP., NEW YORK
AESTRA G.M.B.H., DUSSELDORF

THERMAL GUIDANCE TARGET
PRELIMINARY DRAFT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION The thermal guidance target resist, to great
For training operators for infra red systems in battle extend, temperature fluctuations over the beam
field environment, target area, caused by influences of wind and rain,

with the aid of two sided insolation layers.
TECHNICAL DATA The thermal guidance target can be operated
Dimensions: 240 x 240 cm. using different types of power sources, such as
Thermal signature dimensions: 230 x 230 cm. batteries or transformer.
Spatial thermal signature: 3.5 pairs of lines.
Weight: approximatively 4 kg. * The thermal guidance target comes with a

Operating environment: for field use, portable and primary regulated step down transformer 0 to

weather resistant. 230 volt and a secondary transformer 0 to 42 volt
and conforms to the VDI safety regulations.

* The thermal guidance target can be made to
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION: operate according to any other power
* The thermal guidance target satisfies the Johnson specifications and requirements.

Criterion for the identification of an armor tank
with the use of vertical line structure with four * The thermal guidance target is very easy to

electrically heated lines and three passive lines, transport. It dolds into the size of 15 x 30 x 120
cm.

" The thermal guidance target has a special
temperature regulator that can regulate
temperature contrasts from 0 kelvin to 30 install. It is tied to a flight frame.
kehin. Top temperature recommended is 90 * The thermal guidance target is light. Since it is
degrees celsius Irreversible damage to the made mostly of foil.
weather resistance material and structure will
occur at temperatures higher than 90 degrees
celsuis.

N

U.S. AESTRA CORP.
SUITE 2903
580 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK N Y 10036 U S A
PHONE (212)391-6656
TELEX 272948 AESTR UR
FAX (212)6191545
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MULTISPECTRAL CAMOUFLAGE
MARKETING DIVISION

EXAMPLES OF THERMNAL IMAGES:
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This interim report summarizes the work done in the third stage of

the contract period. The objective was to perform a field test

of HOT and COLD IR Targets with existing AGEMA 780 thermal Imager.

Two COLD targets of dimensions 3.5m X 3.5m were built using reflective ',

thermal blankets. By placing the reflective targets at an angle of0R
450, to the zenith, one can obtain very strong negative contrast

(typically 30 c below background). The optical properties of the

reflective thermal blenkets in the 8-12 micron region are included

in this report.

The HOT target used is a commercial product from AESTRA having

dimensions of 2.3 X 2.3m. They can be maintained at a temperture

of 600 above ambient. The details of the hot target as described

by the company catalog are also included in this report. p.

In the month of October 1987, we plan to carry out contrast experiments

using the above mentioned hot and cold targets. The target-camera

distance will be of the order of hundredsof meter and the thermal

images will be recorded with and without white smoke screen.

In order to get meaningful results, the target should occupy at

least three pixels and cousequently with an IFOV of 0.5mnrd, the

maximum distance to the target will be limited to about 2Km.

%.,
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ELECTRO - OPTICS RESEARCH CENTER
TECHNION-ISRAEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

HAIFA, 3ZW, ISRAEL

Refl ectance Measureements

Dote: 08-06-87
Customer: TAfMBUR
TECHNION sample no.: 1565/1
Customer sample no.: TERMAL BLANKET

RESULTS FOR SAMPLE: TERMAL BLANKET

Wavelength Reflectance
(Microns) (Percent)

7 83
7.5 81

8 79
8.5 80 ,%
9 80

9.5 81
10 82

10.5 80
l1I 80

11.5 86
IZ 90

REFLECTRNCEER CNT)

lee

*96 - . .. . . . 9,.q' .'

78

66 1
16......................... .............-

28

1 3 5 7 9 11 13
MflUELENGTH (MICRONS)

THE RESULTS ARE ACCURATE TO WITHIN 4-Z% ABSOLUTE REFLECTANCE
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U.S. "ESTRA CORP- NEW YORK
AESTRA G.M.BHU, DUSSELDORF

THERMAL GUIDANCE TARGET
PRELIMINARY DRAFT

GENERAL DESCRIPTION • The thermal guidan(.e target resist, to great
For training operators for infr-a red systems in battle extend, temperature fluctuations over the beam
field environment. targct area, caused by influences of wind and rain,

with the aid of two sided insolation layers.
TECHNICAL DATA • The thermal guidance target can be operated
Dimensions: 240 x 240 cm using different types of power sources, such as
Thermal signature dimensions: 230 x 230 cm. batteries or transformer.
Spatial thermal signature: 3.5 pairs of lines.
Weight: approximatively 4 kg * The thermal guidance target comes with a
Operating environment: for field use, portable and primary regulated step down transformer 0 to
weather resistant. 230 volt and a secondary transformer 0 to 42 volt

and conforms to the VDI safety regulations.
* The thermal guidance target can be made to r P

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION: operate according to any other powcr P
" The thermal guidance target satisfies theJohnson specifications and requirements.

Criterion for the identification of an armor tankwith the use of vertical line structure with four * The thcrmal guidance target is xc'e easy to -,
witra the s of at linestcthree asite lin, transport. It dolds into the size of 15 x 30 x 120electricallyheated lines and three passive lines.

cm.
" T'he thermal guidance target has a spccial Tt

temperature regulator thAt can regulate *it thermal guidance target isvery caae to.

tempcrature contrasts from 0 kelvin to 30 install It is tied to a flight frame.

kelvin Top temperature recommended is 90 * Thc thermal guidance target is light. Since it is
degrees celsius Irrcvcrsiblc damage to the made mostlh of foil ]
wcathcr r sistancc material and structure will -"

occur at temperatures higher than 90 degrees
celsuis.
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